Third meeting of the IAOA temporary Executive Council (EC)

Public report

Attendees
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The EC has looked into the advertising process to effectively reach interested people. The advertising will be done via flyers at relevant conferences (mainly with the help of IOS Press and EC members), presentations (e.g. at Ontolog) and messages in mailing lists.

The EC will start to organized the Ontolog presentation which is scheduled for June 18.

The IAOA is using some facilities provided by the Ontolog initiative. This will be made clear with a statement in the IAOA webpage.

J. Bateman takes charge of the IAOA webpage and adds a temporary logo choosing from the proposals he receives.

Some administrative regulations have been established.

Fees for institutional members are under consideration, they will be established by distinguishing for-profit and non-for-profit organizations and possibly other aspects like size.

(End of report)